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Macroeconomic & Corporate News
Amman Chamber of Commerce, Turkish ambassador discuss cooperation
President and board members of the Amman Chamber of Commerce (ACC) on Wednesday discussed with Turkish Ambassador to
Jordan Murat Karagoz means of enhancing cooperation between the two countries in the trade, services and tourism fields. ACC
President Issa Murad said during the meeting that Jordan and Turkey have distinguished relations which have been progressively
developing thanks to the leadership of both countries, the Jordan News Agency, Petra, reported. Murad stressed the need to focus
on boosting trade ties through exporting Jordanian phosphate to Turkey, promoting tourism and increasing Turkish investments in
the Kingdom. The ACC president pointed to the negative impact of suspending the free trade agreement with Turkey especially
since many Jordanian traders and business owners have established their businesses based on the agreement.

‘Jordan needs consent of all EU member states to modify deal’
Minister of Industry, Trade and Supply Tareq Hammouri said that his talks with officials at the European Commission in Brussels
have focused on Jordan's requests for more facilities under a 2016 deal to simplify EU rules of origin. Hammouri said in a press
statement carried by the Jordan News Agency, Petra, on Wednesday that the Kingdom has mainly sought to increase the overall
duration of the agreement and a modification of a term related to Syrian labour quotas in factories that benefit from the simplified
rules. EU's representatives have indicated that any amendment to the resolution requires the consent of the 28 EU member states;
accordingly, the European Commission will conduct and facilitate discussions with EU member states on the Jordanian request and
inform Jordan of the outcome of these discussions, Petra said. In February, Jordan submitted a request to the EU requesting the
inclusion of more facilities under the relaxed rules of origin deal, which was signed with the EU, which has an interest in securing
Syrian refugee jobs in host countries to ease pressure on the continent after it has seen a massive wave of immigration in past
years.
* Source: Bloomberg, Jordan Times, Zawya
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